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A THOUSAND THANKS
BY ANY MEASURE, our Heritage Lottery funded exhibition, Newhaven: Then and Now has
been a great success.
Over the first week, back in March 2016 when the exhibition was held in the David Lloyd Centre,
over 460 visitors attended. This equates to about 25,000 people had this footfall been sustained
over a year period. Newhaven Heritage feels vindicated in its assertion that a community
museum is sustainable. Before its demise in 2005, the original museum sited in the Old
Fishmarket, was receiving over 32,000 visitors per annum.
By the amount of exclamation marks noted in the comments column of our visitors’ book, people
were enthused to see the old Newhaven once more. Equally, they were enthralled by the
continuously running cine film footage showing the 1953 Coronation of the Newhaven Fisher
Queen supported by representations of four Queens of Scotland, St Margaret, Mary Tudor (wife of
James IV), Mary Queen of Scots, and Queen Victoria as well as interesting films by the late George
Liston recording Newhaven and its Main Street of the early 60s, his mother, Esther Liston, leaving
her house in Ann Street, and outside her new home in Main Street, and finally the presentation of
a bench by the ladies of the Fisherwomen’s Choir who were celebrating their Golden Anniversary
in 1977. Many of the audience sat to watch these films more than a few times.
The large Ordnance Survey Map of Newhaven in 1945 and the map prepared of the shops and businesses that the village
sustained in the pre- and immediate post-war period were pored over and discussed by lots of visitors.
We are deeply satisfied and touched by the fact that our recently departed village patriarch and our organisation’s
Preses, George Hackland, was able to open the exhibition. George had also provided the interview that formed the audio
backdrop to the exhibition.
A huge vote of thanks must go to our volunteers and committee members for their invaluable support. It must be said
that they, too, enjoyed the experience and derived much satisfaction from engaging with — and sometimes learning
from — the exhibition visitors. Another big “Thank You” must go to the P6 and P7 children and the staff of Victoria
Primary School who hosted the exhibition not just for the one week that was planned but for an additional week, too,
such was its popularity! The exhibition was augmented by photographs by P7 pupils taken of Newhaven today and
showed much sophistication and accomplishment in their choice of subject and composition.
Finally we are greatly indebted to Sandra Wright, Team Leader at Leith Library and Carol Marr, Team Leader of the
Edinburgh, Scottish and Reference Collections at Central Library each of whom provided space for the exhibition to be
enjoyed by a wider audience. Their respective staff could not have been more co-operative and deserve much praise.
If you didn’t get the chance to see the exhibition, Newhaven Heritage will be putting up the photographs on a dedicated
website by the end of September 2016 at www.newhavenheritagecentre.org.uk.
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CENTRE OF ATTRACTION
A proposal for a comprehensive centre for Newhaven has been mooted. Newhaven
Heritage Chair, Dr George Venters, outlines the proposition.
Introduction
THE POPULATION OF Newhaven has increased considerably in in the past two decades and is set
to grow even more because of house building on the Western Harbour.
This increase has not been matched by provision of local facilities to meet
social, cultural and public amenity needs. This is
despite the promised investment in
such facilities — “Planning Gain” —
upon which the granting of planning
permission for it depended. We
have high value and social “for
rent” housing set in a physical
wasteland and societal vacuum
as well as the neglect of a village
of
considerable
historic
significance and present merit.
This has to be remedied.
There are things we have to do to build a better future for the new “Greater Newhaven”. First we have to decide what
our needs are then plan what we must do to have them met.

What we need
What we are looking for is a community which has a sense of identity, lives in a pleasant environment, and has ready
access to the amenities and services which foster its social cohesion as well as meeting its everyday needs. As you will
see below, we believe these can be met if we have a purpose-designed centre built in a landscaped setting in the
neglected area lying in the heart of the Western Harbour development.

Sense of identity
“Old Newhaven” has a sense of community based upon at least 500 years of history and autonomy. This is encapsulated
in the variety of artefacts, images and recorded conversations which make up the content of its currently “mothballed”
museum. But it also has a continuing archive of stories and family histories embodied in the “elders” who live in, or keep
retuning to, the village.
We need the museum back as an essential component of keeping the sense of identity alive. And we need to encourage
the generations to talk and socialise with each other.

A pleasant environment
The houses of “Old” Newhaven varied in quality and many were cramped, damp and unfit for habitation. However it was
lively and picturesque with green space and a seashore and it was a pleasant place to live in.
Housing renewal has filled the green space and anonymised and emptied the Main Street of shops and interest.
Property development has robbed us of the sight of sea and shore. The reclaimed land has mainly been changed into
canyons of high-rise housing advancing into the residual wilderness.
Edinburgh and Lothian Greenspace Trust has been struggling to implement a transformative plan for the open space
and now the NHC is reviving interest in improving the look and feel of the “old” village. The next step is to develop an
2
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overall plan for the improvement (a component of this will be recreational areas around the Centre) and engagement of
volunteers to ensure this is a continuing process.

Amenities and services
The amenities and services are those that allow the people living in the village to socialise, learn and care for themselves
and each other. They fall under the headings of cultural, recreational, educational and socio-medical support activities.

Culture
There is a range of cultural activities which we need to promote community cohesion. We have already mentioned the
museum as a foundation for the necessary sense of place and identity. But it cannot be only a repository of the past. It
must be a dynamic entity involving the children in making it live and grow as they add their stories and effortlessly
assimilate a sense of society.
The other activities it must support are those of the arts — music, drama, and visual. What, how and to what extent we
will decide later.

Recreational
There are social groups and activities which need a home — e.g. for mothers and toddlers, youth clubs and
organisations, dance classes, social activities for the elderly, etc. All of these encourage the development of interlocking
social groups which come together as a community.

Educational
Formal and informal education, in the sense of classroom facilities for school children and the organisation of classes for
groups with special interests, should be provided in the centre. Learning in this more diverse environment fosters
inter-generational working and understanding which helps communities to bind together.

Socio-medical
The increase in population brings with it a need for social and medical services. The centre should be able to provide
accommodation from, and in, which these can be delivered both for the individual as well as specific groups with special
needs.

What Next?
While all of the above are needed, deciding among them details of what is essential to include in a Centre is a matter
for debate. In the first instance, we must agree
amongst ourselves what we would think would be
appropriate. This cannot be a final conclusion. We
must also speak to politicians and service providers
to get their advice on possibilities and practicalities.
An early approach to them also helps promote
their sense of ownership of the proposals which
emerge. They must help us define our prospectus.
Once we have this, we will expect to work with
them in developing and implementing plans to
secure what we hope will be both an exemplary
physical and community development. This is the
kind of community empowerment that should
emerge form the Governmental legislation which is
now being enacted.
LIKE US ON facebook /NewhavenOnForth
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STARBANK PARK
— 125 years on
By the Friends of Starbank Park
STARBANK PARK WAS OPENED to the public in 1891, and the Friends organised a
special 125th Anniversary Gala on 18 June. We were delighted to be joined by Ben
Macpherson MSP accompanied by Deirdre Brock MP, Councillor Allan Jackson, and
our special guest, Jean Haigh (Cowie). Jean was Sea Queen in the 1953 Pageant of
the Five Queens held in the Park to mark the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. By
happy coincidence 2016 is the year of Her Majesty’s 90th birthday.
This Pageant of the Five Queens was the biggest event recorded, with every child in
Victoria Primary School taking part. But the Park has a rich history as the photo of the display boards shows.
It was bought for the public by Leith Town Council, and
Council minutes chart its first years. There were early
plans for a bowling green, lawn tennis courts and even
sea-water public baths, but there was little money
available.
Tennis courts were provided and are
mentioned in minutes from 1895-6 but after Leith’s
merger with Edinburgh, new courts in Victoria Park
replaced those at Starbank. Thereafter the whole upper
area was planted as a garden with different layouts shown
in early photographs. Living memories are of a muchloved Rose Garden with well-tended beds and the smell
of wallflowers and roses. Birds were frequent visitors.
The trees also have histories, with the large sycamore in
front of Starbank House being planted to commemorate ABOVE: STARBANK PARK’S BEAUTIFUL ROSE GARDEN IN FULL
the coronation of George V and Queen Mary in 1912. 1963 SHOWING THE PERGOLA, SUNDIAL AND GREENHOUSES.
Vegetation in the Park was claimed to be at least a week
ahead of Princes Street Gardens in press reports of 1927 and 1932.

BLOOM IN

Leith Museum was located in Starbank House from 1920, when Leith Town Council met for the last time, until 1932.
The Park was an important meeting place for the community: mothers knitting as their children played; young girls
bringing babies to give their mums time off and the babies fresh air; a social club for pensioners meeting in the hall of
the House; a piper practising in a quiet corner; romance. And of course, egg-rolling on Easter Sunday which has been
enjoyed by generations of children and the young at
heart.
The presentation ceremony for the Devlin Fountain in
1910 was a very grand affair, with the official party
arriving by tram after a similar ceremony for a drinking
fountain at Annfield, also donated by Thos L Devlin & Sons.
Living history was made on 18 June when a member of
that Devlin family met new generations of the Goalen
family for the first time. We discovered from them that
the two families had been friends.

ABOVE: THE OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE DEVLIN FOUNTAIN ON

MAY 23RD 1910.
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Starbank House was built around 1815, probably by
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there until 1889. William Ewart Gladstone, four times UK
Prime Minister, was a cousin of Walter.
Among the early occupants of the House was James
Dobbie, the Park’s Gardener from 1896 to c.1920. Mr
Dobbie read a short paper on public parks to the Scottish
Horticultural Association in 1901; he wanted young
people to take an interest, and spoke of the educative
influences of flowers and plants as well as the benefits of
open spaces. There is a 1909 record of children from
Victoria Primary School having a nature study lesson in
the Park.
One of the happiest achievements of the Friends is to see children ABOVE: EASTER SUNDAY IN THE 1950S WHEN FULL ADVANTAGE
WAS TAKEN OF THE HILL TO ROLL EGGS.
using and enjoying the Park again. The Children’s Nature Trail in the
upper garden has themes from the fairy tales of Hans Christian Andersen (who had stayed at nearby Lixmount House in
1847) and children have helped with the planning and planting.
Fishing links are important, and the Friends have planted up four boats including one with a plaque from Newhaven
Heritage. Thomas L. Devlin, who presented the Fountain, started out in Newhaven Fishmarket before establishing his
large steam trawler fleet and trawler net factory in Granton. The local boat, Gratitude, was used in the Pageants of the
Five Queens in 1953 and 1955. The star on the bank may have connections with the Star of the Sea, and we would greatly
welcome any information about this.
Gales brought down part of the Park wall in Laverockbank Road in 1982. An earlier memory is of a postbox there being
blocked up to avoid damage by suffragettes.
Wartimes also left their mark. Leith Town Council agreed that Starbank House could be used for wounded soldiers
during the Boer War, but there is no record of this happening. However when rain put a stop to tennis in 1901, an
impromptu concert in the waiting room of the house raised a magnificent 17 shillings for ‘The Daily Telegraph and The
Scotsman Shilling Fund for our Soldiers’ Widows and Orphans’. Garner records that Starbank Park had two large air raid
shelters during the Second World War.
Sadly the condition of the Park declined in the last quarter of the 20th century as the gardening staff and their duties
were reduced. The Friends of Starbank Park was established in 2013 with the aim of restoring the Park to its former glory.
The beautiful flowerbeds and many hours of weeding by volunteers have made the Park very attractive. But the
traditions of community also inform our activities and there is a growing programme of events.
Leith Town Council organised ‘Music in the Parks’, and the programme at Starbank dates from 1892 with announcements
in The Scotsman until about 1907. Leith Industrial School
Band played regularly, and at least eight other bands
including Newhaven Silver Band performed. The first public
demonstration in Scotland of the triplephone was recorded
in 1905, in the first of a series of weekly entertainments.
It seemed singularly appropriate that the Edinburgh Brass
Band delighted all on 18 June, and we hope they will
become regular visitors.
The Friends would like to thank all who helped us write its
history. Please do check out the full version including
acknowledgements and sources at
www.friendsofstarbankpark.org
ABOVE: THERE WAS MUCH INTEREST IN THE INFORMATION BOARDS ON
SHOW AT THE ANNIVERSARY EVENT ON JUNE

and let us know if you can add to our store of information.

18.
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We had a wonderful Newhaven Gala on
Saturday 4th June, reports Victoria
Primary Head Teacher,
Laura

Our Queen was Brooke Watson and our Fisher
King was Lewis Aitken. They were ably supported by Jack
Rintoul, Cleo Johnson, Keavy and Taylor Welsh. Our crown and medal bearers
were Lucy Spoor and Calum MacKinnon.
6
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The Gala is the success it is as so many people give their
time and services for free and we really appreciate all
the community support. The PTA organised the stalls in
the playground and were delighted to raise £3,500
which will go towards improving the playground for all
the children.

Above: Mr Leonard accompanied
the Royal Party on the boat.

Mrs Catherine Lighterness was our VIP,
crowning the Queen. She was a former pupil of
Victoria Primary and a great support when we
brought the Gala back eight years ago.
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IN THE BEGINNING
The Founding of Newhaven Church
We are grateful to all our Friends of Newhaven Heritage who frequently
provide many gems of Newhaven’s history that contribute to our knowledge
base. Liz Grieve sent us images of a booklet written in 1936 by A. Ian Burnett
on the origins and history of Newhaven-on-Forth Parish Church from which
we print this following extract about its founding:THE SOCIETY OF FREE FISHERMEN at Newhaven possesses a valuable manuscript
compiled over fifty years ago by one of its members. This record contains not only
an inventory of the great number of old title deeds held by the Society and going back some hundreds of years, but
added to this are a series of notes on local customs and happenings which help us to reconstruct for ourselves the
closing years of the eighteenth and the opening years of the nineteenth centuries.
One of these notes has a special interest for us. The writer tells how, in his boyhood, it was the practice of North Leith
Ministers to conduct a weekly mid-week service in Newhaven School for the benefit of the aged and infirm. The school,
in which these services were held, was the second school to be built in the village, and stood on the site of the present
Free Fishermen’s Hall at the west end of the Main Street. This service proved most popular. Not only did the older
people take full advantage of it, but many of the younger men and women also attended.
On one occasion, about 1830, the Rev. James Buchanan of North Leith arrived to find the school-room filled to
overflowing with worshippers. A number of the older people had been unable to find seats and were compelled to stand
throughout the service. At the conclusion of his address, Buchanan referred to this state of affairs. He reminded his
audience that this service was originally started for the aged and infirm, and that they should receive primary
consideration. The younger members of the community could easily walk to North Leith, and though he rejoiced to see
them so anxious to attend this service, he must insist that they only did so after the older people had been accommodated.
This incident, immediately preceding as it did the building of Newhaven Parish Church, provides a valuable sidelight on
the Church’s beginnings. A Church was obviously needed in the village, and, what was even more important, the villagers
themselves felt this need. Buchanan’s words may well have been the first step towards the erection of the present Church.
The architect entrusted with the designing and building of the new Church was Mr John Henderson of Edinburgh. He
planned a building thirty-three yards long by sixteen yards broad. A vestibule at the west end, with a gallery above, led
directly into the Church. On both north and south walls were three windows, with two larger windows at the east and
west ends. The roof, a high one for the size of the building, was supported by two rows of pillars parallel with the aisles.
Below the Church was accommodation for a large hall and several smaller rooms. The Church itself was seated for about
400 persons, while in the centre of the east wall stood the pulpit and precentor’s chair. As yet, there was neither Chancel
nor Organ.
It will be seen from these few details that the building was not large. Those, who remember it before the extension was
added, still speak with a certain wistful regret that the original structure was later altered. Acoustically it was excellent,
but what probably counted most with the members was that it gave worshippers that sense of warm intimate fellowship,
which is so much more difficult to capture in a larger and finer building.
On Sunday, 30th October 1836, the doors of the new Church were thrown open to the public, and the building dedicated
to the service of God. For almost three hundred years there had been no Church in Newhaven, and it was a
never-to-be-forgotten day when this new Church was ready to receive its first congregation. The Rev. James Buchanan
of North Leith, who himself had contributed £100 towards the building, conducted the opening service, and through him
the Mother Church gave her blessing to the daughter.
Rev. Buchanan chose for his text St. Paul’s words to the Corinthians, “ The temple of God is holy : which temple ye are ”
(I. Cor. iii. 17).
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FITTING
TRIBUTE

By David Seaton

A date for your diary! Monday
3rd October 2016
Unveiling of Memorial Plaque for
Old Fishermens’ Cemetery
NEWHAVEN HISTORY GROUP has been aware for some time that the Old Fishermens’ Cemetery on
Main Street has had no plaque or signage to indicate the importance of this small piece of ground.
Over the past 15 years or so several attempts have been made to have this rectified but without
success. Therefore, from some of the profits from the book 'A Village Remembers' by David Seaton,
the committee decided to again pursue the installation of a plaque at the old burial ground.
Following many months of communication with the relevant regulatory bodies, the History Group
now have all the necessary permissions. Subsequently a plaque has been purchased and
arrangements are now well under way for a short unveiling ceremony to be held on Monday 3
October at 10.30am at the Cemetery. Several local representatives have been invited and pupils from
Victoria Primary School will also attend. Following the short ceremony a cup of tea will be available
in Newhaven Church Hall.
The event is open to all who wish to attend, to come along and witness the unveiling of this long
overdue Memorial Plaque.

MORE DIARY DATES

All meetings at Newhaven Church Hall, Craighall Road at 7pm
with tea. coffee and chat to follow.

Tuesday 27 September 16 —

AGM and old films from Leith - David Seaton

Tuesday 25 October 16 —

'Herring Lassies' - Simon Fairnie

Tuesday 22 November 16 —

‘The Thiepval Memorial, an abseilers view - Phil Norris

Tuesday 24 January 17 —

Scottish Night with band and singer.

Tuesday 21 February 17 —

Elsie Inglis, WW1 nurse & suffragette - Iain MacIntyre

Tuesday 21 March 17 —

TBA - Peter Bluett

Tuesday 18 April 17 —

Newhaven's Forgotten Cemetery - Ramsay Tubb &
John Stevenson.
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CHOIR DIARY
By Dougie Ratcliffe
As expected the Gala Day on the 4th June was a resounding success, However the Choir’s contribution this year
was somewhat reduced due to members either being on holiday or otherwise engaged. The school children
however, put on a great performance with the few Choir members who could attend.
Saturday 18th June saw a small group supporting the Newhaven Heritage Garden’s contribution to the Power of
Food Festival. Despite competing with the celebrations at Starbank Park, we managed to entertain the folks who
came along.
The following day, Sunday 19th, we had a bigger turn out for the “Dazzle Day Out” at the Prince of Wales Dock in
Leith (see next page) as part of the Leith Festival and the WW1 Commemorations.
The 29th was the last evening of the summer and, as the school was unavailable, we were outside the Loch Fyne
restaurant on what turned out to be quite a chilly evening. We eventually retired indoors and carried on with the
more social aspects of the choir.
We are looking forward to starting again in the autumn, again on Wednesdays, but with the added bonus of
workshops on a Tuesday night for song writing, music making and more, all due to the successful application to
the Edward Marshall Trust.
Keep checking the Choir website (https://newhavencommunitychoiredinburgh.wordpress.com) for details of
when we start the Autumn sessions and please come along and join us.

MEET THE STEERING GROUP
Gordon Young — Marketing and Membership
GORDON’S BRANCH OF the Youngs lived in Willowbank Row since the houses were
first built and, ultimately, demolished (his first cousin once removed was the famous
Ecky Bo — “Last Man Standing”). He (and Ecky Bo) share the same greatgrandparents with Newhaven Heritage Preses, Sophia Abrahamsen. His first family
home was at 2 Ramsay Square. So all in all he is a Bow-Tow through and through
although for most of his life he has lived outwith the village.
One of his misgivings is that he never managed to visit the old museum. This, as a
consequence, has become the impetus to be part of the campaign to recreate a new one.
He is a proud Rotarian, the group renowned for fund-raising for good causes. He brings to the committee a
lifetime’s experience in photography and computer technology and has been instrumental in creating the website,
the Bow-Tow newsletter and the annual calendars. Presently he is overseeing the Heritage Lottery Fund’s grant that
enabled Newhaven Heritage to mount the itinerant exhibition that has been on display at the David Lloyd Centre,
Victoria School, Leith Library, and most recently, the Scottish and Edinburgh Room at George IV Library. Currently,
discussions are underway for the exhibition to be staged in its fullness at a prestigious venue.
Gordon says, “Newhaven Heritage is burgeoning thanks to being in the public gaze over the last few years. In a
modern age, there is a need to be visual to better enable getting our message across and achieve our ultimate goal,
a museum in the modern idiom within a Heritage Centre. If any of our readers with computing and/or creative arts
skills would like to get more directly involved, please contact me at newhavenheritage@gmail.com.”
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Text by Jan Bee Brown and by Bow-Tow’s “staff reporter”
Images of the Dazzle Ship by Douglas Ratcliffe and of the Newhaven Community Choir
by Sheila Masson Photography
DAZZLE CAMOUFLAGE WAS a military camouflage paint scheme used on ships extensively during World War I. The idea
is credited to the artist Norman Wilkinson who was serving in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve when he had the idea
in 1917. After the Allied Navies failed to develop effective means to disguise ships in all weathers, the dazzle technique
was employed, not in order to conceal the ship but rather to make it difficult for the enemy to estimate its type, size,
speed and direction of travel.
Co-funded by 14 -18 NOW, a major cultural programme taking place across the United Kingdom to mark the centenary
of the First World War, and the Edinburgh Arts festival, the MV Fingal, temporarily renamed “Everywoman”, is currently
berthed at the Prince of Wales Dock with a bright dazzle pattern created by artist Ciara Phillips to commemorate the
Battle of Jutland in 1916, the biggest maritime conflict of WW1 in
which nearly 9,000 died, two thirds of which were British sailors.
The concept of Every Woman is inspired by the largely untold histories
of women during the war who were employed to send telegraphs and
signals to the front lines. Further, the individual designs on the vessels
were designed by a predominantly female team working under
Norman Wilkinson at the Royal Academy.
The MV Fingal was a lighthouse supply vessel for more than thirty years
and Ciara Philips’ design hides a Morse code message in reflective
paint spelling out the appropriate message “Every Woman a Signal
Tower”.
Newhaven Community Choir ‘Razzle Dazzled’ the Port of Leith on June
19 when it sang at The Dazzle Day Out which concluded the Leith
Festival together with a day of art activities and poetry readings on The
Vine Trust Barge moored close to Ciara Phillips’ Dazzle ship.
Jan and The Thrive Archive will be working on a very special Dazzle
project with Edinburgh Arts Festival outreach officer, Helena Barratt,
next term with P7’s at Victoria Primary in a combination of storytelling,
creative writing, song writing and dazzle pattern workshops.
Collaborative artist Jan Bee Brown and musician Jed Milroy will be
funded to work with local schools through a gift from the prestigious
Edward Marshall Trust.
In March this year, having successfully reached the shortlist, Jan led
local artists together with the choir in a flash mob around Newhaven
and members of the family trust were treated to a goody bag of
kippers from Welch The Fishmongers. Impressed at our quirky
presentation, the resulting funding gift will enable an exciting series of
song writing and music making activities on Tuesday nights from 6.30
– 8pm in the autumn at Victoria Primary to create new compositions
based on local stories and to recruit new members leading to a
community performance in December.
LIKE US ON facebook /NewhavenOnForth
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GREENING NEWHAVEN

FLOWER POWER

NEWHAVEN HERITAGE GARDEN GROUP, led by Heather Yang, received a glowing report from Keep
Scotland Beautiful’s community environmental improvement initiative, It's Your Neighbourhood,
managed in partnership with the Royal Horticultural Society.
The community group was set up in August 2015 with the support of the Newhaven Heritage
Centre. The initial plan was to transform the unused square in Newhaven Main Street under the
plaque that remembers the Spanish Armada, and to bring colour and blossom to the streets
around. Permission was gained from City of Edinburgh Council to transform the space, and the
community started work in December 2015.
The group has a core of six volunteers, with others who help in a drop-in basis as well as further assistance by corporate
volunteers. The group has worked hard to engage the community and get their support. Both Victoria Primary School
and Trinity Academy have been greatly involved building window boxes and decorating bug boxes. The teaching staff
have been very supportive and the children have been hugely enthusiastic.
In that short period, the group has achieved much and the assessor, Linda Evans, described their work as “a delight to
visit and the enthusiasm of the group was quite inspiring.” She acknowledged that planting will grow and bloom as
plants become established and fill the space. “The community garden . . . has turned an unused space into a focal point
for the community.”
Much can be accomplished with more volunteers. If you are able to help in any way, please contact Heather at
greenfingers@newhavenonforth.org.uk
Newhaveners were able to gather at the Armada Square on Saturday 18 June as part
of Edinburgh’s Power of Food Festival and were blessed with not only a fine day but
entertainment from the choir and fresh food and refreshments. By following the
stenciled strawberries on the pavement, the celebrations continued at Starbank
Park’s 125th Anniversary event.

NEXT ISSUE — Published at the end of September 2016
In the two years that the Bow-Tow has been published, we have seen a significant increase in the activities of a number
of special interest groups with the greater good of Newhaven at their respective hearts. This is now reflected in a bigger
bolder newsletter designed to inform and entertain. We hope you like it. If you have any comments about reading it
on https://issuu.com please let us know.
If you have any suggestions for features that you would like to see in future Bow-Tows, do please get in touch with us
at Newhaven Heritage at newhavenheritage@gmail.com. The deadline for this next issue is Monday 12th Sept, 2016.
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